
eco pads = 
cleaner floors &  
greener world

Making the world a 
greener place. The 
polyester filter in 
our pads comes from 
post consumer and 
industrial recycled 
waste

ECO - PADS
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we Make sure ThaT you can focus on 
doing The job

BluE - ClEAnEr PAD
The Blue Cleaner Pad is constructed of polyester fibers in a semi open texture nonwoven fabrication and is specially 
designed for medium wet scrubbing or heavy duty spray cleaning. 
Use with a neutral floor cleaning solution to remove old soiled floor finish layers. This product is also used to scrub 
soiled hard surface floors such as concrete when used with appropriate cleaning chemicals. Aggressively removes 
heavy dirt and scuff marks. Ideal for use on machines speeds up to 350 RPM.

BrOWn - STrIPPInG PAD
The Brown Stripping Pad is constructed of polyester fibers in a semi open texture nonwoven fabrication and is 
designed for medium duty stripping. Use with water based floor stripping solution to remove worn and soiled floor 
finishes or sealers. For use on standard electric floor machines or automatic scrubbers. Ideal for use on machines 
speeds up to 350 RPM.

E-GrEEn - SCruB PAD
The E-Green Scrub Pad is constructed of polyester fibers in a semi open texture nonwoven fabrication and is designed 
for deep scrubbing. Use with a cleaning solution to scrub hard floor surfaces. This pad will aggressively remove dirt 
and scuff marks from heavily soiled floors. For use on standard electric floor machines or automatic scrubbers. Ideal 
for use on machines speeds up to 350 RPM.

E-BlACK - STrIPPInG PAD
The E-Black Stripping Pad is constructed of polyester fibers in a semi open texture nonwoven fabrication. Designed for 
customers who want a more dense nonwoven pad. Use with water based floor stripping solution to remove worn and 
soiled floor finishes or sealers. For use on standard electric floor machines or automatic scrubbers. Ideal for use on 
machines speeds up to 350 RPM.

TAn - BuFFInG PAD
The Tan Buffing is a floor maintenance pad used for light cleaning and buffing. It will remove light scuff marks and 
dirt while producing a high gloss shine. For use on standard electric floor machines, orbital scrubbers and automatic 
scrubbers. Ideal for use on machines speeds up to 800 RPM.

rED - BuFFInG PAD
The Red Buffing Pad is used for light cleaning and buffing. It will remove light scuff marks and dirt while producing a 
high gloss shine. For use on standard electric floor machines, orbital scrubbers and automatic scrubbers. Ideal for use 
on machines speeds up to 800 RPM.

rEMOVEr - ulTrA HIGH SPEED BurnISHInG PAD
The Remover floor maintenance UHS burnishing Pad is constructed of polyester fibers in a textured nonwoven  
fabrication. Used to burnish/polish floor finish to a high gloss, for soft and hard finishes. This pad has a special  
formulation that allows the pad to effectively remove black marks and restore gloss in one pass. Ideal for use on 
machines speeds up to 3000 RPM.

WHITE - SuPEr POlISH PAD
The White Polish floor maintenance Pad is made of polyester fibers in a dense textured, nonwoven pattern, bonded 
with a sturdy adhesive. This extra fine pad has been designed for polishing clean, dry floors. Use dry or with a fine 
water mist to produce a high gloss wet look to newly finished floors. For use with standard electric floor machines, 
orbital scrubbers and automatic scrubbers. Ideal for use on machines speeds up to 1000 RPM.


